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Early Childhood Development al Affiliation) The first step of creating a 

suitable environment for toddlers, infants, as well as preschool kids is to 

study how young kids develop and learn. Every development stage has 

distinct traits, which influence how children experience their environment. 

For instance, toddlers and infants learn concerning their world through acting

upon materials and objects in their atmosphere. Since toddlers and infants 

learn through interacting through the atmosphere, their space should be 

fabricated with numerous opportunities for exploring physically new 

materials. Preschool children are vigorous learners who keep on examining 

materials and use the objects into more compound combinations. Their 

language sets off in this stage. Language provides kids with the capacity to 

question as well as search for answers. Learning centers encourage linguistic

interactions, social-dramatic performance as well as construction of 

experiences grounded upon their understanding level (Kathleen, 2011). 

The environment in which the children live influences brain development in 

the early years. Young children must be situated in an environment that is 

organized and appropriate thereby challenging them to think and exploit the 

objects in new techniques. Additionally, interesting and appropriate 

experiences, in specific critical areas such as logical thinking, language, 

vision, music and emotion in the initial years can influence a child’s 

development and brain connections, which last forever (Kathleen, 2011). 

In the first 8 years, kids develop their visual insight. A young kid’s 

environment should comprise of thought-provoking visual aspects such as 

panels and displays with exciting content to scrutinize. Sound and music 

patterns in a young kid’s environment stimulate some portions of the kid’s 
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brain. A range of instruments and music can develop the young kid’s sound 

world. An effective atmosphere is fabricated to make young kids to be 

independent. Such an environment should be afforded with opportunities for 

kids to be effective when doing stuff for themselves. Objects and materials 

should be orderly displayed as well as easily accessible objects, which are 

grouped together. Thereby, aiding the kids comprehend that they have the 

capacity to make decisions. The atmosphere communicates to the kids 

(Isabell, 2010). 

The atmosphere where young kids live articulates them on how to behave 

and react. A huge open space within the center of a room invited kids to run 

across the area. If sufficient resources are unavailable to utilize, children will 

establish interesting happenings, as well as disagreement. If the processes 

for utilizing learning rooms are not easily understood and predictable, the 

kids will stroll in as well as out of the spaces with little engagement in play. 

The planning and resources in the atmosphere will define the areas in which 

children center their actions. It also sways the conflicts that transpire or the 

manner in which the group operates together (Isabell, 2010). 

Conclusively, young kids respond inversely, centered on the layout of the 

atmosphere where they live. A successfully designed learning room has the 

prospective for positively swaying all parts of kids development: cognitive, 

physical, social, and emotional. Learning and language are cultivated in an 

atmosphere that plans and values appropriate opportunities. The 

atmosphere can encourage the behavior development that is esteemed in a 

society, for instance, persistence and cooperation. 
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